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Abstract--Efficient m,mericul solution of large lliptic systems i  often facilitated with an approxi- 
mate space factorigstion as a precomiitioner fo some base iteration. A new procedure for generating 
sparse factors is described. This preconditioner captures low modes of the actual systcsn by main- 
taining the same order local tnmcation error. Numerical results upporting theoretical expectations 
given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Numerical solution of discretized elliptic boundary value problems continues to be a major re- 
search area with widespread application. Diversity of problem characteristics is such that no one 
method has universal superiority. Among the more popular techniques i preconditioned conju- 
gate gradients (PCG) with an approximate sparse factorization as a preconditioner. Suppose one 
seeks the solution u to the system Au - f .  The matrix preconditioner B = LDU with the sparse 
factors L (lower triangular), D (diagonal), and U (upper triangular) approximates the matrix A 
in that the condition umber of B-1A is much less than that of A. One defines the base iteration 
But - (B -A)ut_ l+f .  When both B and A are symmetric and positive definite (SPD), this may 
be accelerated by conjugate gradients. For more general systems, this may often be accelerated 
by a steepest descent method. A desirable property of matrix B is that it captures the low-mode 
behavior of A. This tends to cluster around unity eigenvalues ofB-1A associated with these low 
modes. Higher-mode error components are damped efficiently by the CG acceleration. 
When A is the sparse SPD system arising from discretization fa self-adjoint elliptic boundary 
value problem, one convenient approximate sparse factorization is "Incomplete Cholesky" (IC) in 
which fill-in during Ganssian elimination is discarded. This is sometimes modified by moving the 
fill-in to the diagonal. This ad-hoc procedure preserves row sums and has been shown to improve 
convergence in many applications [1]. They reserve the term "Modified Incomplete Cholesky" 
(MIC) for a more sophisticated handling of the fill-in. Alternatively, one can use the off-diagonal 
components of A directly to obtain a sparse factorization. For example, if A = D + L + U with 
the right-hand side equal to the diagonal, strictly lower triangular and strictly upper triangular 
components ofA, respectively, then the factorization B = (L+D) D- I (D+U) may be reasonably 
effective when A is diagonally dominant. It has been shown that this scheme is comparable 
to symmetric successive overrelaxation (SSOR). One may derive such sparse factorizatious by 
replacing some of the unknowns in the difference quation at point p of the grid by the unknown 
at p itself (degree zero Taylor expansion.) For the symmetric A, U = L T and B is symmetric 
and positive definite. Hence, CG acceleration is applicable. 
An alternative sparse factorization was devised by H. L. Stone [2] several years before IC. This 
factorization differs form IC in that fill-in is eliminated by replacing the extra unknowns in the 
equation at node p by a linear combination of unknowns in the equation at p based on linear 
interpolation (degree one Taylor expansion about p.) This seems to have a firmer mathematical 
basis than IC. However, Stone's "Strongly Implicit Procedure" (SIP) leads to a nonsymmetric 
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matrix B and is thus not amenable to CG acceleration. The ICCG approach as a more favorable 
history in application and is one of the most widely used methods for solving large sparse lliptic 
systems. 
SIP was initially devised for five-point difference quations. Several years before Stone intro- 
duced SIP, Oliphant [3] developed an approximate nine-point equation factorization in which 
fill-in was treated in much the same manner as in IC. This method was not widely used, since 
symmetry was not preserved and acceleration of the base iteration was not developed in any 
systematic fashion. Subsequently, Schneider and Zedan [4] combined techniques of Stone and 
Oliphant to develop a modified SIP (MSIP) and reported modest improvement over SIP. Their 
removal of fill-in for the nine-point equations was based on linear interpolation. 
The nine-point equations characteristic of finite element discretization over a rectangular grid 
are accurate to O(h2). Thus, when neighbors are expanded in Taylor series about a central point 
truncated at O(h 2) the partial differential equation is recovered. By moving fill-in to the diagonal 
in MIC, one retains O(1) local accuracy in the sparse factorization. The linear interpolation in 
MSI retains O(h) in Schneider and Zedan's sparse factorization of the nine-point equations. 
The new method described in detail here uses quadratic rather than linear interpolation so that 
the local accuracy remains 0(h2).  The difference quations of the factored matrix B are thus 
"consistent" with A in the sense that local truncation error is the same. This motivated the name 
"Consistent Sparse Factorization" (CSF). 
One might jump to the somewhat optimistic onclusion that solution of the CSF equations is 
as accurate as that of the standard equations and that CSF essentially is a means for effcient 
direct solution. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Whereas in the alternative sparse factoriza- 
tions it can be shown that the coefficients are bounded, this is not so for CSF. The coefficient 
growth in CSF is a manifestation of loss in accuracy in representation f the higher modes of A. 
Fortunately, only the inverse of B is used in the iteration. Thus, coefficient growth does not 
lead to a corresponding growth in the error but rather to negligible reduction of high mode error 
components. 
Numerical studies, reported by Baker, Noronha and Wachspress [5], demonstrated how rela- 
tively few CSF iterations without acceleration sufficed to solve a few sample test problems. These 
problems did not require reduction of high-mode rror components. Hence, the new method per- 
formed extremely well when compared with commonly used methods. Additional studies have 
now been made on problems with significant higher-mode effects. The studies exposed shortcom- 
ings of CSF which were then resolved by appending a simple iteration to reduce high-mode rror 
components. 
2. SOME ALTERNATIVES FOR NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF LARGE SYSTEMS 
Consider the nine-point equations resulting from a bilinear finite element approximation of a 
Poisson-type partial differential equation defined over a rectangular grid as shown in Figure 1. 
The linear system to be solved is 
Av = f .  (1) 
Standard notation is used to identify nodal position. The generic discrete quation written for 
the nodal degree of freedom at (j, k) is given by the coupling between the nodal value at node 
(j, k) and its near neighbours. Thus, the generic row in (1) is, 
aJ-l,k+ l. j ,k+l, aJ +l,k+ l v 
j,k "Vj-l,k-}-I -}- aj l. vj,k.O.l -Jc j,k j-[-1,k~-1"~" 
a3-I,k j,k .L ~j+l ,k  
3,k v j - l , k  + aj, k vj,k . ,,j,k v j+l ,k+ 
j-Z k-1 j ,~-I  a j+l ,k- l  v 
ay,k ' Vj - l ,k -1  "k aj, k vj,k-1 -k j,k j+ l ,k -1  ---- f j ,k.  (2) 
In Equation (2), the coefficients a refer to the discrete approximation to the differential operator 
while subscripts (j, k) common to the a coefficients reference the nodal equation. The superscripts 
refer to the coupling of (j, k) with adjacent points, components of the unknown vector v are the 
discrete nodal values, and f is the problem data. 
The ensuing discussion focuses on the general nine-point equations represented by Equation (2). 
This includes the standard, second-order five-point finite difference quation which constitutes a 
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Figure 1. Nodes and increments around node j, k. 
j - l , k+ l  nj+l ,k+l ~:-1,k-1 particular case of the nine-point star, i.e., the zero couplings are aj, k , .j,~ , j,~ and 
aJ_:+ I, k - I  
j,h 
The difference between the parent partial differential equation and the discrete Equation (1), 
expanded in a Taylor series, gives the local truncation error of the approximation. If this error 
wni.qhes in the limit of mesh refinement, hen the difference approximation is termed consistent 
with the differential equation. The discrete Equation (2) is herein assumed a consistent, second 
order accurate difference approximation, as generated via difference approximations in engineer- 
ing analysis. Conversely, finite element derived approximations to a weak statement need not be 
consistent. However, they are for the rectangular elements considered here. Any approximation 
to the discrete Equation (2) will be termed consistent if it maintains the same local truncation 
error as the original system. 
One solution approach to Equation (1) is a direct factorization procedure, like Gaussian elim- 
ination. This involves uccessive elimination of variables, ultimately reducing the system matrix 
A into lower and upper triangular factors, i.e., A = LU. Figure 2 depicts the sparse diagonal 
structure of the matrix A and the resulting dense fill-in of L and U. The solution is two step; 
the forward elimination sweep generates the intermediate solution vector g = L - i f ,  hence back 
substitution yields v = U-lg.  
,4 L U 
Figure 2. Direct factorization of the nine-point equations. 
The demands on computer storage and CPU associated with direct implementation f Ganssian 
elimination becomes prohibitively expensive as A increases in size. Alternate direct strategies, 
e.g., frontal elimination, nested issection schemes, etc. [6], are more efficient for sufficiently large 
A [7]. For a matrix of dimension N and half-bandwidth b,the direct faetorization generates L and 
U factors with dense fill-in within the matrix band. For a symmetric matrix, this necessitates a 
minimum of (b + 1)N words of storage. The operational count governing the elimination process 
is b2N. Since realistic problem diseretizations usually generate large bandwidths, such direct 
methods rapidly become unfeasible. 
The computational inefficiency of many direct solvers for solution of large linear systems of 
equations has motivated substantial research in the development of more efficient solution tech- 
niques. The class of "preconditioned" iterative methods i  of particular interest. These procedures 
approximate the coefficient matrix A in (2) by matrix B, and obtain the solution by iterating on 
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the difference between A and B, i.e., 
B6v = r, (3) 
B6v n - r n -1  =- f - Av  n - l ,  (4) 
6v" - v" - v " -1 .  (5) 
Certain restrictions apply to B if the solution of (4) is to be more efficient han the original prob- 
lem (2). An efficient solution of (1) should exist provided the coefficient matrix B approximates 
A in the sense that the eigenvalues of B- IA  are clustered near unity. 
A bound on the norm of the error may be obtained from (3) and (4). Successive iterates atisfy 
v n -- Tv  " -1  + b, (6) 
where T = ( I  - B -zA)  and b = B- i f .  The true solution v satisfies 
v = Tv  + b. (7) 
The error in v n decays according to 
en -. Ten-1  = The  °, (8) 
where e n - v - v n. A measure of the reduction in the norm of the error after n iterations is given 
by: 
Ile"ll < lIT"ll. (9) 
Ile0ll - 
Convergence is guaranteed for I ITII < 1. For convergence rate R defined as 
R = - In p(T), (10) 
where p(T), the spectral radius of T, is the maximum of the moduli of the eigenvalues of T. 
Thus, when T is symmetric 
• I1~"11 - m ~ >_ hR. (11) 
In general, when T is not symmetric, there is a constant k > 1, related to the deviation from 
normality of T, such that the right-hand side of (11) is nR - k. 
For the standard five-point and nine-point, second-order accurate difference quations, the 
asymptotic onvergence of the discrete solution v~ is given by l iv-  vhii < h~Kiivli [8], where h is 
a characteristic mesh measure, t~ is the true solution and K is a generic oustant independent ofh. 
Convergence is a function of the cousisteacy and stability of A, and will only be matched by the 
preconditioned problem if the preconditioner B maintains imilar properties. If B is consistent 
but not bounded by the same stability limit as A, then O(h s) convergence is not necessarily 
preserved. 
Convergence of the iteration defined in (4) may be accelerated using an extrapolation procedure 
of the form 
n-- I  
i----1 
Equation (12) is representative of a host of iterative procedures, e.g., Chebyshev iteration, 
conjugate-gradient, orthomin, orthodir, etc., [9]. Associated with the general acceleration proce- 
dure (12) is the error vector 
e" = Qn(T)  e °, (13) 
where Q,~(T) is a polynomial of order n in matrix T. Optimization of the sequence (12) is thus 
reduced to a problem of minimizing ]~Qn(T)[ I with respect o the free extrapolation parameters. 
This "minimax" problem has a well-known solution in terms of Chebyshev polynomials. For the 
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real eigenvalue interval (a, b), of iteration matrix T, a simple two-level procedure may be applied 
for short cycle lengths n as: 
v i = r i-1 -I-~i'~6 vi, (14a) 
]~i. __ 2 
' +a+b] '  i=  l ,2 , . . .n .  (14b) 
2-- L n 
This can become unstable for large n and a stable three-level procedure utilizing recursion 
formulas for Chebyshev polynomials is commonly used [9]. Often, good eigenvalue bounds are 
not known a priori and initially-suboptimal parameters are adaptively updated. Alternatively, 
parameters are computed from inner products during a conjugate-gradient-type iteration. 
A recurring problem is that simple iteration is often capable of damping high-mode (short 
wave-length) error components rapidly but cannot attain comparable efficiency in low-mode (long 
wave-length) error reduction. It is sometimes feasible to combine techniques to improve fficiency. 
Chebyshev extrapolation of Jacobi iteration may be used to filter high-mode rror components. 
An alternative procedure may then be applied to damp the long wave-length error modes more 
efficiently. In multigrid methods, high-mode errors are damped in fine-mesh iteration while 
low-mode errors are damped by iteration or direct solution on coarser grids. In general, one 
seeks a preconditioner B which captures the low-mode behavior of A and iterates to remove the 
high-mode discrepancy between B and A. 
3. INCONSISTENT SPARSE MATRIX FACTORIZATIONS 
The class of approximate sparse LU matrix factorizations forms the basis for the precondi- 
tioners under study. The sparsity circumvents both the dense fill-in and high operational count 
associated with direct methods. The objective in these methods is to replace the coefficient 
matrix A by a perturbed system B with known sparse factors, i.e., 
B = AT  E -  LU, (15) 
where E is the error in the factorization. 
Oliphant [3] proposed an approximate sparse LU matrix factorization for the nine-point equa- 
tions. The coefficients of the sparse factors were defined as 
I~,:~n -- 0, fo rmy£ j , j - l andny£k ,k -1 ,  (16a) 
Fj# u£k = 0, fo r r¢ j , j+ landsy£k ,k+l ,  (16b) 
where ! and u are elements in L and U. The matrix product B of the Oliphant sparse factors 
has non-zero elements in the same location as matrix A. Figure 3 depicts the difference "stars" 
corresponding to the non-zero coefficients of L, U and B. Oliphant [3] normalized the diagonal 
coefficient of the upper factor, i.e., ~:~ - 1, leaving seven free parameters per node. The nine 
coefficients of B, corresponding to the equation at j, k, are given by the expansion of (15). In 
terms of the L and U factors, the b coefficients are: 
~j~l,k-I ._ i~l,k-1, (17) 
~:~-1 -- l~,~l,k-I ~1_!  _[. i~:~-I, (18) 
~j~l,k-1 ._ i~:~- IU~1,1~- I, (19) 
I,' = + li,; 1,', (20) 
b~:~ -- l j~1'k-luj~1,k_ I -[- I~l 'kuj~1,k -{-I~:~-Itr~j:~_l-[- I~:~, (21) 
v;;i = (23) 
÷1 = 1 + (24)  
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j, k+ 1 j+ 1,k+ 1 
j- l,k ..j,~ 
j - -~ j ,k -1  
L U B 
Figure 3. Nine-point non-zero coef~clent star representation. 
j- l ,k+ l j,k+ l j+ l,k+ l 
jqYl,k ~J" l ' k ~ +  l'k 
j-l,k-1 j,k-1 j+l,k-I 
In Equations (17)-(25), the seven ! and u parameters with subscript (j, k) represent unknown 
coefficients; those with subscripts involving (j - 1) or (k - 1) indicate previously evaluated coeffi- 
cients. The unknown coefficients were determined by equating seven of the A and B coefficients, 
 ,k-i  ,k-1 e.g., ~,~ = .f,~ -- "#,~ "~-x,~-x + ~,t~ , etc. The coefficients at locations (j - 1,k + 1) 
and (j + 1, k - 1) were not matched and led to the error in Equation (15). 
The solution was obtained iteratively. Oliphant [10] subsequently improved iterative conver- 
gence by modifying the right hand side with the error evaluated at the previous iteration, i.e., 
By "+1 = By" -  o(av - .f), (28) 
where w is an extrapolation parameter. The procedure, however, lacked a means of bounding the 
error in the unmatched coefficients and hence found limited application. 
Stone [2] proposed an alternate sparse factorization, termed the Strongly Implicit Proce- 
dure (SIP), for the live point star. The factors used were the Oliphant [3] factors with ~ l ,k - I  _ 0 
and ~+1,~+I ~,k -- 0, i.e., the factors contained live free parameters per node. In contrast o the 
nine point Oliphant [3] equation, the Stone [2] product B - LU is a seven point star with the 
coefficients given by Equations (17) and (25) equal to zero. The form is thus, 
bj.'.t. 1 ,k lj . i , k -1  .,,.+,_ + + Oj,k VJ,k'i'l + j,lc j - l , k  Pj,k j,k j ' i ' l ,k O~,k Vj ,k-1 
_i. ,~-1,k+i ~+1,k-tp ~,k t,.~-l,k+l + y,k .~+1,,--1 = (Br),,,~ 
(27) 
and coefficients with subscripts ( j -  I, k-l-1) and (j-I-I,/~- 1) represent two extraneous couplings 
over the original lve-point star. 
With only live free parameters ateach node, Stone [2] sought o determine the coefficients from 
a live-point equivalent of Equation (27). The procedure utilizes linear interpolation of the nodal 
values at (j - 1,/c + 1) and (j + 1,/c - 1) in terms of values at nodes of the original ive-point star, 
i .e. ,  
Vj-- l,k-#-1 -~ Uj-- l,k "~ t)j,h+1 -- T)j,I., 
Vj+l,k--1 = Vj-l-l,k "{" Vj,k--I - -  Pj,k. 
(28) 
(29) 
Five points inherently limits the interpolation accuracy to linear order; a quadratic interpolation 
requires at least six points. 
Stone [2] used Equations (28) and (29) to approximate the five-point form of Equation (2) by 
aj,k.[.1 v ..~ a j - l , l ev  " ~f. ~.'.[-1,k v ~,k -1  #,h ~,k+x j,k ~-x,h +~,~vy,k ~,k ~+x,h +a),k v#,k-x 
• i - -  1 , J : - I - l t  
"[" 0~, k "[.Vj-l,k-l.X + Ot(Vj- l ,k "[" t)j,kd.1 -- Vj,k)} 
+ b~+I,~-1% 
j,& I j-{-1,k-I "~" ~(rj-[-1,k "~" f ) j ,k- I  -- Vj,k )} -'~ fj,le. 
(30) 
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The variable iteration parameter a in Equation (30) controls the degree of cancellation of the 
variables at ( j+l ,  k - l )  and ( j - l ,  k+l). For smooth functions and refined, regular discretizations, 
the appended terms in Equation (30) can be expected to introduce only a small error in the five- 
point system. However, the truncation error for regular discretizations of Equation (30) is now 
second order as compared with the third order error of A. 
Rewriting Equation (30) in form of a seven-point representation gives 
~- l ,k - l -1 .  ~[n j ,k+l  -- _ t J - l , k+ l~ ' ' - l , k+ l  
,k VJ-l,k"l'l T~, ' j ,k  °~°j,k )tij,k-l-1 J c (a~l 'k - -o t~ j ,k  )V j - l , k  
+ (a~:~ + /,k + -,,j,~, ) v¢,k + ta¢, k - ,.z v j ,  k / v j . l .1 ,  k 
t%,i~ - -  " "  "j,k ] vy,k-i "+ oj,l~ Vy+l,/~-I - -- fj,~- 
(31) 
The five free parameters were determined by matching the five bracketed coeffÉcients in Equa- 
tion (31) with the corresponding coefficients in Equation (27). The resulting relations, with the 
b coefficients re-expressed in terms of the ! and u coefficients given in equations (17)-(25), are 
a~:~-z _ o~/~:~-1 ~-1  = !~:~-1, (32) 
~ l ,k  _ a 1~1,~- ~-~:~+1 _. !~,~1,., (33) 
~:~ + o~ (ij,~l,. ~-I:~+1 + li:~-I u j~- l )  = ij,~x,.uj~l,~ + ij:~-I uj:~_l + l~:~, (34) 
a~l,k _ ~ ij:~-I tr~l,k1-1 ~-. l j :~-1~l ,~ "Jl- l~:~ l,k, (35) 
lj,k-i ij-l,k ij,k ~+1,~ j,~+l Equations (32)-(36) determine 'j,k and "j,k respectively; coefficients 'j,k, j,k and uj,~ 
are evaluated sequentially from Equations (34)-(36) respectively. 
Work estimates for SIP are straightforward. For a given fixed N coefficient matrix, a single 
factorization for the initial iteration is sufficient. Subsequent i erations only require the re- 
evaluation of the right-hand side. This necessitates the storage of all five L and U coefficients per 
node; i.e., 5N words of storage where N is the number of nodes. With variable coefficients, uch as 
with non-linear equations or time-dependent coefficients, the lower parameters are discarded after 
use in the forward reduction step and only the principal and the upper diagonals, corresponding 
to 4N words of storage, are required for the back-substitution. The floating point operational 
count for the method is optimal at O(N).  
Despite the marked efficiencies of SIP several problems persist [4]. Equations (32)-(36) apply 
specifically to the five-point equations and do not address the nine- point system. The major 
drawback, however, stems from the linear interpolation i troduced via Equations (28)-(29). This 
level of truncation error results in an inconsistent factorization and embeds a grid (aspect ratio) 
sensitivity in the procedure that results in poor convergence ( ven instability) for non-uniform 
discretizations. The control afforded by the arbitrary parameter ~ also tends to be highly em- 
pirical and problem dependent. In addition, the system B, for the original Stone [2] formulation, 
is strongly asymmetric which precludes its use with a good symmetric preconditioner. Mod- 
ified symmetric forms of SIP have been proposed [11,12], but with the same inherent loss in 
consistency. 
Schneider and Zedan [4] proposed to resolve some of these restrictions in the Modified Strongly 
Implicit Procedure (MSIP). The method derived for the nine-point equations i also applicable 
to the five-point equations and utilizes an expanded set of L and U stars. Figure 4 depicts the 
non-zero coefficient stars for MSIP with nine free parameters per node. 
The iteration matrix B comprises the nine-point star with four additional elements. In a 
procedure analagous to SIP, Schneider and Zedan [4] employed linear interpolations for the four 
nodal variables, in terms of the original nine-point star, to reduce B to an equivalent nine-point 
system B*. The free parameters were determined by matching the nine coefficients of the reduced 
system B*, with the corresponding coefficients of the original nine-point A equations. Since the 
interpolations apply to nodal values less closely coupled to the node (j, k), MSIP exhibits less 
sensitivity to aspect ratio and the choice of the optimum iteration parameter ~. Thus, while the 
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j - l , k+ l  j ,k+l j+l,k+l 
j - ! , k  j , k  j+l ,k 
j - l ,k-I j,k-1 j+l,k-I 
a) L non-zero coefficient star. 
i-2, +I j-l,k+1 
I I  j-2,  j- l,k[ 
b) U non-zero coefficient atar. 
j,k+ l j+ l,k+ l
j,k--I j+~,k-1 j+2"~-1 
c) B non-zero coefficient star. 
Figure 4. Non-zero coefficient star representation for MSI. 
computational effort per iteration is greater for MSIP  than for SIP, the overall convergence and 
stability are enhanced. 
Despite the improved behavior of MSIP, it retains the fundamental limitation common to 
SIP in that the iteration matrix B is inconsistent with A. The key issue of consistency in the 
approximate factorization is addressed in the Consistent Sparse Factorization (CSF) procedure. 
4. CONSISTENT SPARSE FACTORIZAT ION (CSF) 
The starting point for the CSF  procedure is the Oliphant [3] sparse factorization. Equa~ 
tions (16a) and (16b) and Figure 3 give the non-zero coefficient representation. Seven free- 
parameters exist per node, and the resulting iteration matrix B is a nine-point equation with 
coefficients given by Equations (17)-(25). 
As in SIP and MSIP, the free parameters are determined from a reduced form of the iteration 
matrix. In CSF, the nine-point equation is reduced to a seven-point system by eliminating the 
nodal variables at (j - I, k + I) and (j + I, k - I). In SIP and MSIP, an inconsistent fsctorisation 
results from the use of linear interpolations. In distinction, CSF  utilizes quadratic interpolations 
which match the local truncation error of the original nine-point A equation, and hence yield a 
"consistent" factorization. 
In general, six points which do not lie on any conic define a quadratic polynomial. The reduced 
equations have seven points that can be used in such an interpolation, thus allowing for zC6 = 7 
possible quadratic approximations. Let the general form of a quadratic polynomial approximation 
to the variable at node i, taken about the node (j, k), be given by 
v( Azi, Ayl) -" al -{-a2Az, -{" a3 Ayi -l- a4 Az  2 + a~ Az~ Ay~ + as Aye, (37) 
where Azl = (zj,t - z,) and Ay, = (Yj,t - Y~). While Equation (37) applies to generalized 
geometries, the current derivation is for rectangular discretizations as shown in Figure 1. 
Consider a quadratic approximation to the nodal variable at (j- 1,/c + 1). One approximation 
derived in terms of the variables of the reduced star B*, minus the variable at (j,/c - 1), is 
~,j-l,k+l = (vj-l,k + v3,k+l - t,~,k ) + A=(v#+l,k + v~,k+l - v~+l,k+l -- v~,~), (38) 
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where Az = Az l /Az l .  An alternate quadratic approximation for (j - 1, k + 1) can be derived 
using the variable at (j, k - 1), instead of at (j + 1, k), yielding 
Vj- l ,k+i  = (l~j-l,k "~" ~j,k+l -- Vj,k) gc ( ~ '~)  (Vj,k- l  "~ Vj- l ,k -- V j - l , k - l  -- lPj,k), (39) 
where Ay = Ayl/Ay~_. Both Equations (38) and (39) interpolate the variable at (j - 1, k + 1) 
with quadratic accuracy. 
A combined form, specified in terms of an arbitrary parameter a, is 
Vj-l,t+l - (vj-l,k + vs,k+x - vj,k)+ (1 - a )Ax  (vj+z,k + vj,k+l - -  l ) j - I - l , k - t -1  - -  V j ,k )  
(¼) -~- a (Vj,k--1 -~ Vj--I,k -- Vj_I,k-1 - -  Vj,k ). (40) 
A companion quadratic interpolation for the variable at (j + 1, k - 1) is 
(1) 
IJj-[-l,k-I : (Vj-l-l,k + ?)j,k-1 -- ilj,k) "~- (I -- a) ~ (~j-l,k "~" l~j,k-I -- ~ j - l ,k -1  -- ~j,k) 
-I- a Ay(vj ,k+l + v.i+l,t - v/+Lk+l -- v.Lk ). 
(41) 
In the first implementation, the choice a = 0.5 was arbitrarily selected. Subsequent studies 
indicated little if any improvement would result from alternative choices for a. Note, however, 
that the quadratic accuracy is independent of the value of a. 
Substitution of Equations (40) and (41) into the nine-point equations, representing the iteration 
matrix B and the system matrix A eliminates the nodal variables at ( j -  1, k + 1) and (j + 1, k -  1), 
and hence transforms the nine-point system into a consistent seven-point system. The seven-point 
system matrix A is derived from Equation (42); the resulting difference quation is 
(~,k+l j,k I j,k+l j,k +[1+(1  -- ~)Az]  a'~3,k 1'k't'1 -I-(OL/~y) aj+l'k-l~v 
"4- fa  j+l'k+l -- (1-- cOAz ~j-I'~+I , -- , y+l,k-1) 
i l  
k "j,} -- racy)  aLk Vj+l,k+] 
faJ_i,k ( Ot)~j_l,k,.i. 1 (1--~t)j..I-i,k-1]. 
+1."  + + 
a ( l -a )  aAy]a J+ l ,k_ l tv  
+ t a.~,~" - "A-z" 
S d+l,k + (1 -  a) Az + (1 + } 
% 
d--l, k't'l otAyl i~.~ "l'l'k- 1 
"~ t j '} j,k ] j,k ,, Vj+I, t 
Sa~-l ,  k-1 Oe _j-l,k.t-1 (1 -- ~) i~_,'.#.l,t_ 1 ' i t  I 
I"L/+'~-cl ~ -1'/+1 [I (l--~)]ai+l"-i]v 
+ + J j,k 
If A represents a five-point equation, then interpolation is not needed for A*. In this case, these 
a*J+l,k-1 five coefficients of A and A* are identical, and the two additional coefficients i,t and 
a* j - l , t+l  j,} are equal to zero. 
The reduced iteration matrix B* is of the same form as the seven-point Equation (42) with the 
b coefficient replacing the a coefficients. In turn, the b coefficients may he replaced by the 1 and u 
relations defined in Equations (17)-(25). The seven free parameters can now be determined by 
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matching the coefficients in Equation (42) with the corresponding coefficients in the similsrly 
reduced iteration matrix B'. The following seven relations result. 
l~_~,t_x 1 - a/j,h-l..j+1,k-1 a lJ_l,h j-l,k+l --~ a.J-l,k-1 (43) 
'~ Az  'Y,~ "#,~-1 A"y.#,~ -#-~,~ #,~ , 
/ . / -1 , . -1 . j , k - ,  (1 - -a )  d,.-1.j+1,k-, d,t-l a ~j-x,k.j_Lt+~ 
(44) 
j j -1, / l - l . j -x ,k , j - l , k  (l--~)/j,k-l..j+l,h-1 ( 0~ )lj-l,k j-1,.+1 
(45) 
,k " j-- l ,h-1 4- j,h j - l ,k  4- 'j,k ~'j,h-1 4- j,/~ -- 1 4- ~ 4- o~A~/ "j,h "j,h--1 
- ( l+( l -a )Az+-~y)  #-x''''-x''+x=a'j'''y,k - j , .  y,, , (46) 
j,~ " j , t -x+( l+-" -~ '~,~ ~'j,k-1 T ' j , k " j , k  +( l -~ ' )Az l~ x'~ J-x'~+x-a*j+x'~ ~' j - l ,h  - -  j , l~ ' 
(47) 
i~-l.k.~,~+l ~,~tA~,li~-l.k.~-l, ~+1 .J- /~.Ao ~ I J ,h - l . j+ l ,  ~-x  .~- IJ. ~ ~.',h+l a.j.h+t 
,k " j - - l ,h  4- [I 4- (I - = ~Y~- J ' j , k  " j - l ,~  ~ ~' '~  ' j J" "./,/~-1 T .j,j~ .f,~ j,/~ , 
(48) 
l j,k .j'{'l,k-l-1 - -  (I - "~ A~. lJ-l,k.J-l, k'l'l [~'A"~lJ'k-1°'J'l'l'k-X = a "~+x'~+~ (49) 
Equations (43)-(49) constitute the set of linear relations to be solved at each point to yield 
the consistent sparse factors. The forward reduction coefficients ~,~-1  ~'t-~j,~ and .j,~d-l'~ are 
evaluated from solution of the three coupled Equations (43)-(45). The corresponding 3 x 3 
coefficient matrix is 
I 
l --a.j- l ' l ,k-1 
- "AT~.t -~ 
a . . j -  1,J~+l 
-~--~,,~_1,~ ~,k- i  j -~,k  1 
j - Lk -1  " j - l ,k -1  
l -a  . j+X,h-I l -a  ..j-l-l,l:-1 
1 4- (1 4- --£;-) (50) "j,/:- 1 ~ uj,k-1 
~..~.~j_~,~ 1 + ~ "-~'~'+~ 
It has not been shown that this coefficient matrix is non-singular for fixed a = 0.5. In general, 
however, since a is an arbitrary parameter, it can always be chosen so that the matrix in (50) is 
invertible. 
The 3 x 3 coefficient matrix may be inverted to yield 
1 ()1 . ,+ , . , _ ,  ~-1,1 , -1  
= x 1 + "Y -~,~-x / t  ~.~ 
(1)  ...i_ 1.,+, (1 _ ...i_,., ~,~a,J_l,k_l_J_a,J_l,k~ (51) 
4- ~ ~ " j - - l ,&  " " j - l , J : - - l )  ~. j,Jl: T .,~,k J 
+ (1 + ~-~'t+x~ (1 + ~+~'t-~ a *~-~'t-x~ a *~-~'t-1] 
j-1,~ / k #,k-~ ) j,& ) j,~ J , 
ay,k l, -x,k-1 - 
~,h-1 i I . j - i ,~+i . . j , k -~/ . _~- l ,k  \ 
j,t -- DET a -~y "j-l,t "t'aj,k L "I" "I" ~-1,k--1) 
_.y-x,~/~ ± ...i,k+1 '~ 
..j-- 1,k-I-1~ ~_.',k- I a . J - l , k -  I ~.] +0+',-,,. Jj, 
-a ,k - 
~-1,k I I . j+1,k-1 . j ,k -1/ .  _ ~-1,k 
j.b -- DF, T ( I -  ~) ~ -j,~-I -aj.~ Li +~_i ,h_ i /  
- -  . j - l , k  /. - -  i , k -1  
"['~l~,h L I + 14~--1,k--1) 
~+1,k-i~ fa.i-l,k .i-l,k .#-x,k- l~] 
4. (14- j,k-1 / 1. j,k 4-- j- l ,k- l- j ,k JJ • 
(52) 
(53) 
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where DET is the determinant of the coefficient matrix (50). The diagonal coefficient ~ is 
evaluated from Equation (46). The upper triangular coefficients ~+l,k.f,k , uJ, -  j k.t-1 and l~-"'l'l'b'l'lj,k are 
given by Equations (47)-(49) respectively. 
The solution of the preconditioned problem (4) is obtained by the standard two-step rocedure 
as outlined, Figure 2. The intermediate solution vector generated in the forward elimination 
sweep (where L is defined by the four non-zero coefficients) is 
".Lk 
Back substitution, using the four non-zero coefficients in U with the principal diagonal normalized 
to unity, yields the solution 
(1~.-I-l,k J , k+!  ~."1" 1,k + 1 _ ~Vj,lc --" gj,k -- ~ j ,k g j+l ,k  Jr" t~, k gj ,k+l  -t" j ,k Y j+ l ,k+l )  • (55) 
Work estimates for CSF are similar to SIP. After simplification of Equations (46)-(53), the 
generation of the seven L and U factors requires approximately 50 flops per node. Nine flops per 
node are required to evaluate the residual in Equation (4). Computing the solution, Equations 
(54)-(55), requires even flops per node plus one additional f op each to evaluate Ilrl[ or l[6vl[ to 
monitor convergence and to update the solution. 
For a fixed coefficient system, the generation and storage of the L and U factors in the initial 
iteration requires 50 flops and 7N words of storage respectively. Storage of all of the sparse factors 
eliminates the need to re-factorize the system matrix in subsequent iterations. For t the number of 
iterations required for the CSF iteration to converge to the solution, then the total work involved 
is 50 + 18t flops per node. For non-linear or time-dependent coefficients, the generation of the 
factors and the evaluation of the solution must be repeated for each iteration. This involves 68t 
flops per node. The L factors are used in the foward elimination sweep and to compute the U 
factors, and may then be discarded. Hence, only the upper U factor coefficients, which are used 
in the back-substitution step (55), need be stored necessitating 3N words of storage. 
Several strategies exist for the implementation f the CSF procedure. The elementary CSF 
implementation is initiated at a point in the domain where the lower partition elements are 
uniquely defined, either through the grid geometry or from the boundary conditions. For example, 
the geometry in Figure 5 automatically defines all of the lower elements for node 1 to be zero, 
except for the lower principal diagonal coefficient. The lower diagonal and upper factors are 
then evaluated from Equations (46)-(49), and the factorization advances to the next node in an 
entirely sequential operation. This procedure has been implemented. 
J+l  
(3) 
(2) 
A 
1 2 3 4 J 
(1) 
y 
Figure 5. CSF sequential implementation. 
A more efficient advancing wave-front implementation is also possible, based on the order- 
ing in Figure 6. The factorization for the first node is conducted as in the sequential opera- 
tion. For the next step, the lower factors for all nodes on the wave-front 2 may be evaluated 
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from specified boundary conditions and previously determined factors according to Equations 
(51)-(53). Evaluation of the lower factors for this current wave-front, in turn, uniquely defines 
the upper elements from Equations (46)-(49). The factorization can now proceed to the next 
wave-front. An advantage immediately apparent in this appros~ is that the factorization for 
each node on ~ wave-front is independent of the other members of the same front. Hence, in 
theory, the factorization for each node on the front can be distributed to a separate processor, 
thus permitting fine-grain parallelism. Such a parallel implementation is not efficient when the 
communication times between the processors exceeds the CPU time associated with approxi- 
mately 50 flops per nodal equation. In another option, the evaluation on a common front can be 
veetori=ed and processed in parallel with the evaluation of the right hand side of the equation. 
(1) _ _ _ .............. 
i 2 4 3 
Figure 6. CSF w~ve-front implementation. 
Since the CSF procedure develops the factorization solely from the coefficient matrix A, it can 
be conducted in parallel with the evaluation of the right hand side. The factorization requires 
apprc~mstely 50N flops while the right hand side requires 9N flops. One Jacobi iteration 
requires 9N flops. Hence, during the factorization, high mode errors can he drastically reduced 
by low-order Chebyshev iteration on another processor. 
A few comments on the likely directions for a three-dimensional extension of CSF are appropri- 
ate. First, the three-dimensional CSF will still involve an L and a U factor. The straightforward 
extension of the two-dimensional CSF factors is shown in Figure 7a, with non-zero lower and 
upper partition elements for principal node i, j, k. The extraneous nodal couplings in B could 
be approximated with three-dimensional second-order consistent interpolation, as in the derived 
two-dimensional Equations (40)-(41). Subsequent coefficient matching between the consistent 
reduced forms of the original equations and B would allow a three-dimensional, fully consistent 
sparse factorization. 
An alternate procedure isshown in Figure 7b. The reduced sparse factors are more easily com- 
puted. However, the restricted coupling does not permit full consistency in all three dimensions. 
The effect of this loss of full consistency on the stability and robustness of the procedure is an 
open question. 
i , j ,k 
Figure 7a. Three dimensional comtent sparse factorization. 
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5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The numerical investigation of the derived consistent sparse factorization (CSF) procedure has 
been considered in application to several model problems. Table 1 compares the work estimates 
for CSF and a straightforward application of Ganssian elimination stored in banded form for 
an n × n mesh. Briefly, two options are available for the sequential implementation of CSF. 
If the original equations represent a constant coefficient system, then the CSF sparse factors 
need only be evaluated and stored on the first iteration. Subsequent i erations generate the 
solution through direct front- and back-substitution, operating on the stored 7N coefficients as 
in Equations (54)-(55). This is the (larger) storage mode as referred in Table 1. 
u - 
L 
Figure 7b. Three dimensional  inconsistent sparse factorization. 
Table 1. CSF performance characteristics. 
Mesh 
N=nxn 
10 x 10 
20x20 
40x40 
80x80 
160 x 160 
Systern Mat~x Storage 
(words) 
Gauss Elim. 
3.0 (3) 
2.0 (4) 
1.4 (5) 
1.0 (6) 
g.4 (e) 
CSF 
847 
3087 
1.2 (4) 
4.6 (4) 
1.9 (5) 
* est imated 
CPU Execut ion T ime (sec) 
VAX 8800 
Gauss  Elim. CSF 
0.19 0.013 
2.0 0.049 
22. 0.18 
,,, 200.* 0.64 
,~ 2000.* 2.3 
With variable coefficient systems, the factorization can be repeated for every iterate, but only 
the upper elements, i.e., 3N words, are stored for the back-substitution process. Both storage 
options offer significant gains in efficiency over the direct application of Gaussian elimination. 
Alternate direct factorization methods, such as nested dissection, skyline techniques, etc., with 
improved efllciencies exist, but Gaussian elimination still provides a useful benchmark compari- 
son. 
A further storage-related issue to be considered is the application of CSF to (m) multi-variable 
coupled equations, for which each of the scalar coefficients in Equation (2) now represents a 
block- m system and the total storage for the scheme is 7m2N. The governing equations in many 
fluid flow problems include associated energy, chemical and turbulence conservation laws, in 
addition to the momentum equation. Hence, m > 1 and the storage requirements, even for CSF, 
can be quite significant. This is an aspect hat needs to be considered carefully, particularly ifCSF 
is to be employed to solve the initial-value transport equations for which alternate well-established 
approximate factorization (AF) schemes are available. In general, these solution procedures are 
developed fractionally, in a line-by-line or block-sweep pattern, hence the storage for the resulting 
linear algebra steps is narrow-banded and minimal. Of course, competing considerations of 
accuracy, consistency, robustness and iterative convergence must also be accounted for in addition 
to the storage factor. 
The floating point operation count for CSF applied to a scalar equation system is approxi- 
mately 50N. The last column in Table 1 verifies the linear increment in CPU for CSF with 
increasing problem size, hence the dramatic efficiencies that accrue as compared with Gaussian 
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elimination. The timings indicated are for a single CSF and Gaussian elimination iteration. CSF 
does not always converge in a single iteration; hence, in these cases the total work increases, 
according to the number of iterations t and refactorizations required. 
The Dirichlet Poisson model problem considered is
-v2  = f .  (56) 
The CSF procedure was employed to solve the second-order, bilinear finite-element-generated 
nine-point discrete system of equations Av = b as an approximation to Equation (56). Starting 
from the lower left corner of the grid shown in Figure 5, the elements of the CSF preconditioner 
B (=LU) were observed to increase in size with [[B[[ < Kh -~, as compared with I[AH < K. This 
represents a loss of O(h -2) in stability and indicates a limit to the level of mesh refmement allow- 
able by the current form of the CSF formulation, i.e., a finite arithmetic machine pmdsion does 
not permit an unbounded growth in the coefficients. This shortcoming srizes since no attempt 
was made in the present CSF derivation to impose any stability control on the preconditioner B; 
maintaining consistency in the factorization was the sole focus. In practice, no stability difficul- 
ties have been encountered for any of the test problems for mesh refinements up to N -- 1602. In 
this connection, it may be noted that the existence of an arbitrary parameter a (fixed at a = 0.5 
in the present study) in the CSF formulation offers the opportunity for developing a modified 
Fib, ure 8. CSF preconditioned B -IA real ~va lue  spectrum, uniform mesh; 
s )  M --- 10 × I0; b)  M = 20 × 20. 
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CSF scheme in which consistency is maintained and the stability can be controlled. The proposed 
scheme would be based on an optimum, point-dependent ~ chosen such that the resulting norm 
of B is minimized in some sense. This modified CSF procedure is not pursued here. 
IQ 
.O 
F igure 9. CSF test  problem exact solution, uni form mesh  M -- 10 × 10. a) u -- z2.1.~2; 
b) ~ = 11(1 + = + ~). 
Figures 8a, and 8b show the real eigenvalue spectrum of B-1A for uniform mesh spacing 
N <_. 202. The eigenvalue spectrum lies in the internal (0,1), thus guaranteeing convergence for 
the CSF method. With decreased mesh spacing, the low eigenvalue limit approaches zero but 
convergence is still assured as long as the limit remains non-negative. As the value gets closer to 
zero, a breakdown may result due to finite arithmetic precision. 
A set of test problems, derived from the model Poisson equation (56), was purposefully con- 
structed for several distinct exact u solutions elected to represent a range of smooth to highly 
oscillatory solution character. The problem data f corresponding to each chosen exact solution 
was evaluated analytically from (56). Each problem definition was based on a unit square with 
Dirichlet boundary specifications. Convergence of the CSF solution was measured in terms of 
the H ° norm of the residual rn in (4), and of the CSF iterative rror u - w. The test problems 
considered are now discussed. 
CAIgM 24:7,.0 
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b). 
f 
I o 
\ 
I.Q 
Figure 10. CSF teat problem exact solution, u = sin(klr~)coa(klry). M = 10 × 10, 
a) k----1;b) k----2. 
Case 1. Ezact  Solut ion: u = z 2 + y2, .f = -4 .  
The exact solution is quadratic with smooth variation as shown in Figure 9a. Convergence of 
the CSF iteration to the exact solution in both specified norm measures was obtained in one step, 
i.e., iteration was entirely unnecessary. The one step convergence was expected, in fact, since 
the CSF procedure is derived using an embedded quadratic interpolation which should yield the 
direct solution for all degree-two polynomials. This test problem was used principally to qualify 
the program. 
C=se ,~. Ezact Solution: u = 1/(1 + z + y), f = -4 / (1  + z + y)s. 
The solution, shown in Figure 9b, is an inseparable form, and iteration is required to converge 
to the solution. The maximum nodewiee rror for any grid alter the initial iteration was ap- 
prcmimately 1%. For most engineering applications this is an adequate resolution. However, the 
cost of each subsequent i eration is low, at 18 flops/node if the seven L and U eoe~cients in the 
initial factorisatioa re stored. Hence, the convergence riterion for the CSF iteration was set at 
a more stringent level of twice the H ° norm of the error in the direct solution, Uu - 011. Table 2 
presents the summary for the CSF error reduction as reported in [5], for uniform mesh spacing. 
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Table 2. CSF error summary for test problem 2, uniform mesh. 
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Mesh (N) 10 X 10 
E(A)  = I1" - "11 
In i t ia l  Residual 
I1! - A,,,I I  
Initial Error 
~(~)  = I1,, - ,vii 
Iterations t 
E(t) < 2E(A) 
E( t )  
s.7 (-4) 
2.0 (..3) 
1.1(-2) 
2 
1.8 (-3) 
20 x 20 
4.3 (.-4) 
1.0 (-3) 
2.0 (-2) 
3 
40 x 40 
2.1 (-4) 
s.:t (-4) 
x ~ 160 x 1~ 
1.1(-4)* 5.3(-5)" 
2.5( -4 )  1.3 (-4) 
3.9 (-2) 7.6 (-2) 1.5 (-1) 
4 5 8 
7.8 (-4) 3.9 (-4) 2.1 (-4) 1.3 (-4) 
* estimated 
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Figure 11. CSF  test problem ex~-t solution, u = 8in(k,rx)coa(k~r~), k = 2, uniform 
mesh, H ° error norm reduction, a) M = 10 x 1O; b) M = 20 x 20. Residual error 
reduction c) M = 10 × 10; d) M = 20 × 20. 
As predicted by the theory, [[u - vii < Kh2l[ul[. However, the CSF initial error norm ]]u - wl[ 
increased with the mesh measure as h -x despite the fact that the discrete solut ion residual 
[[] - Aw]] decreased with h. This indicates the possible erroneous convergence est imates that 
may occur for iterative techniques based on residuals. 
Results for the corresponding non-uniform mesh spacing are presented in Table 3. The non- 
uniform mesh spacing was chosen in increasing increments towards z = 0.5 and y = 0.5 followed 
by a symmetr ic  decrease towards z = 1.0 and y = 1.0. Progression ratios between successive 
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Figure 12. CSF test problem exact solution, u = sin(klrx)cos(k~), k = 4, ,re;form 
mesh M --- 10 x 10. 
elements ranged from 0.72, for N = 10 2, to 0.98 for N = 16o 2, for which the discretizations for 
different grid levels formed a nearly coincident match. The non-uniform iterative convergence 
showed marginal improvement over that of the uniform discretization. Additional tests were 
conducted for severe grid non-uniformity, with aspect ratios as large as 1 : 1,000,000, for which no 
adverse convergence difficulties were encountered. This establishes a fundamental improvement 
of CSF over SIP, MSIP, etc., all of which are effectively constrained by grid regularity. To put 
this result in perspective, MSIP was considered a significant improvement toSIP, because it was 
convergent for aspect ratios in the range of 0.1 to 10, c.f., [4]. 
Table 3. CSF error summary for test problem 2, non-uniform esh. 
Mesh (N)  
E(A)  = Ilu - vii 
Initial Reddmd 
I1! - Awll 
Init ial  Error 
E(1)  = I1~ - ~tl  
I tersticm f
E(t) < 2E(A) 
10 x 10 
1.2 (-3) 
3.4 (-3) 
8.1 (-2) 
S(f) 1.4 (-3) 
20 X 20 40 X 40 
s~ (-4) 2.9 (-4) 
1.7 (-3) 8.6 (-4) 
L4 (-2) 2.6 (-2) 
3 4 
4.9 (-4) 2.9 (-4) 
* estim~ed 
80 x 80 160 x 160 
1.~ I-4)" 7.5 I-S)" 
4.2 (-4) 2.3 (-4) 
5.1 (-2) 1.0 (-I) 
5 6 
2.2 (-4) 9.T (-S) 
Case 3. Ezacl $olulio.: u = sin(k~z) cos(/~y),  / = 0, k = 1, 2, 4. 
Through specification of the parameter k, the exact solution exhibits a range from smooth to 
highly oscillatory behavior. Five distinct iterative schemes are considered for the bilinear finite 
element approximation of the model problem, Equation (I). The first iterative scheme utilizes 
direct Jscobi iteration, implemented within the framework of the generalized extrspolstion pro- 
cedure, Equation (12), with the parameters defined according to Equation (14b). In most cues, 
a Jscobi cycle of length n = 3 wes employed. The Jacobi iteration is distinguished by a rspid 
damping of the short wavelength error modes, followed by a gradual conve~mce in the longer 
wavelength error region. This latter convergence r gion, which dominates the overall rate of con- 
verpnee, is governed by the number of degrees of freedom in the problem (raN), and is typical 
of simple stationary iterative methods, e.g., Gauss-Seidel. 
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Figure 13. CSF test problem exact solution, u = sin(k+rz)coe(k~f/),  k = 4, un i form 
mesh,  H ° error norm reduction, a) M = 10 x 10; b) M = 20 × 20. Remldual error 
reduct ion c) M = 10 x 10; d) M = 20 x 20. 
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Thus, the resulting convergence for fine grid resolutions (large N) is extremely slow. Pure 
CSF iteration is considered in the second scheme. In contrast with existing iterative procedures, 
CSF has been found to operate particularly effectively on the long wavelength error modes, as 
indicated by the results for the model problems in Cases 1 and 2. Advantage of the favorable 
relative convergence characteristics of each of these iterative methods is taken in developing the 
third scheme, wherein a small number of Jacobi iterations is applied in the initial cycle to filter 
the short wavelength errors in the solution. This is followed by application of the CSF method, 
which ei~ciently iterates on the long wavelength error modes. The concept is modified slightly 
in the fourth and fifth schemes, which are developed as "compound iteration" procedures. Each 
compound iteration step comprises a CSF iteration combined with a small cycle Jacobi iteration; 
the alternating iteration pair is repeated to convergence. The effectiveness of each of these 
procedures is dependent on the solution character. 
For k - 1, the exact solution has smooth variation, see Figure 10a. Iterative convergence 
for this problem was similar to that for model problem 2, i.e., convergence was attained in a 
few CSF iterations. For h -- 2, the solution character is more oscillatory, Figure 10b. Figures 
1 la - l ld  present the iterative convergence measured in terms of the H ° norm of the residual r a 
and the iterative solution error u - w for k - 2. For mesh size N = 10 ~, the pure Jacobi iteration 
converges faster than CSF, see Figures 11a and 11c. However, the rate of convergence for the 
Jacobi iteration is significantly reduced for N -- 202, Figures l lb  and 11d, as a consequence of 
the increased number of degrees of freedom in the problem. The combination of the CSF and 
Jacobi iteration shows only marginal improvement over pure CSF iteration for this problem, since 
the CSF method iterates optimally on long wavelength error modes. 
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Figure 12 presents the highly oscillatory exact solution field for h = 4. The convergence r sults 
for the problem axe presented in Figures 13a-13d. In distinction to the convergence depicted 
in Figures l l a - l ld ,  the CSF iteration is clearly seen to perform poorly. This stems from the 
presence of the short wavelength error modes for which CSF converges slowly. These error modes, 
instead, axe particularly diminished by the Jacobi iteration. The combination of CSF and Jacobi 
is thus distinctly superior to iteration with CSF alone. 
These numerical studies indicate that CSF iteration provides efficient damping of long wave- 
length error modes. This knowledge can be used to develop highly efficient "compound iteration" 
schemes, in conjunction with candidate simple iterative methods, such that the resulting scheme 
is able to resolve a general class of problems efficiently. 
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